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Strategic Plan Approval
The IFCA strategic plan is a working document that is intended to be used not only as a reflection of what the
association represents but also a summary of present and future goals, initiatives and direction for both short
and long-term initiatives.
This dynamic document is designed to be updated as necessary as the association changes its focus and potential
direction over time. This document shall be used as a guiding tool for the association and as a means of providing
communication and transparency for its membership, partners and associates.

_______________________________________________

Chief John Christian, President

_______________________________________________

Chief Mark Puknaitis First Vice President

_______________________________________________

Chief Greg Earle, Second Vice President

_______________________

Date

_______________________

Date

_______________________

Date
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Executive Director Summary:

Greetings; As Executive Director of the Illinois Fire Chiefs Association it is my honor to open our Strategic
Plan with this introductory letter as one of observation and support for our organization as together we move
forward into our future.
The IFCA is a strong and vital organization within the State of Illinois that over the years has built our
reputation on Fire Service Excellence and cooperative efforts with all our Fire Service partners. To that end, I
feel that we have fulfilled that commitment and will maintain a commitment as we continue to move forward
with enhanced opportunities for our organization and membership.
Within this living document you will read about our history, you will see what we have identified as our values
and you will see our plans for today, tomorrow as well as our future visions.
I referred to this document as a “living” document. I define living as one that will be constantly updated to
include a yearly review. The review will take place at our annual symposium where the board will meet to
discuss the path our organization is on and is it consistent with our plans.
This document will provide a variety of chapters that will give a clear image as to who we the IFCA are and
how we operate. Our document will be not only a learning tool for all of us but one that shows our commitment
to the Educational-Research Foundation, The Illinois Association of Administrative Professionals, The
Volunteer Combination Officer Section and all our committees
I would be remised if I did not thank our previous directors Jerry Burke, Robert Buhs and Tim Sashko who
have helped top develop the plan and many of the materials contained within. I must also acknowledge the
Executive Board for their commitment to our plan and its constant revision when necessary.
I close with repeating, we the IFCA are a strong organization that in my estimation will continue to enhance our
presence in the Fire Service not only in Illinois and the Great Lakes, but in the country.
Respectfully Submitted

James M. Grady III
Executive Director IFCA
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ILLINOIS FIRE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION
Dedicated to excellence in the Fire Service
Post Office Box 7 ▪ Skokie, Illinois 60076-0007
Phone (847) 966- 0732 ▪ 1-800-662-0732 ▪ FAX (847) 966- 0782
Website: www: Illinoisfirechiefs.org

Chief Jim Kreher, President
Barrington Countryside FPD, 22222 N. Pepper Rd, Lake Barrington, Il 60010
Office 224-848-4800
jkreher@bcfpd.us.

Members of the IFCA,
The Executive Board and its Stakeholders recently reviewed our Strategic plan developed in 2011. The Board
will continue to review the Strategic plan each year before our Spring Symposium. We will use this as a tool to
look at our Association and continually strategize how we can become more assessable to our members.
The Board and its stakeholders looked at many items that effect our Association and how we can better serve a
more diverse group in our State. Attendee’s from the Educational and Research Foundation, Illinois Fire Safety
Alliance, Illinois Fire Service institute, Illinois State Fire Marshal, our District Associations and past President’s
worked closely together to communicate and be an Association that can benefit not only its members but the
other Fire Organizations in the State and to be a diverse Association to serve full time, part time and volunteer
departments as well as the other Fire Organizations in the State. We will be working on a vision to make this
happen!
The Illinois Fire Chiefs Association has made some organization changes this year and I believe is much
stronger with help from the our Board and our Stakeholders I would like to thank all that were involved with
our changes and their input into our strategic plan to benefit everyone. It is truly amazing what happens when
you work together for a final goal. THANK YOU
Respectfully,
James Kreher
President, Illinois Fire Chiefs Association
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Organizational Background:

History
On August 3, 1951, nine fire chiefs from northeastern Illinois gathered in River Forest to discuss their mutual concerns.
From this meeting came the impetus to continue meeting, and to begin an organization which 60 years later, has
become one of the leading organizations in the Illinois fire service – the Illinois Fire Chiefs Association (IFCA). The IFCA
Mission follows:

The Illinois Fire Chiefs Association is dedicated to promoting excellence in the fire service
by providing an information-sharing network and by offering educational, legislative and
technical opportunities to our diverse membership and associated partnerships.
The IFCA is composed of nearly 1,500 members and requires proactive management to meet the needs of this large,
diverse group. The Executive Board was expanded to meet both the needs and the mission of the Association.
Currently, there are 20 elected positions on the Executive Board, which includes the positions of President, two VicePresidents, five Directors, one Retired Director, and Area Representatives for eleven regional areas. The position of Area
5 (City of Chicago) is appointed by the Fire Commissioner of Chicago. The IFCA created several committees, which focus
on individual areas of concern or specific projects. There are both standing and external committees which meet
regularly and report their activities to the membership through the Association’s publications and website.
Over the past several years, the IFCA has increased its daily workload by representing the general membership on
numerous regional and state committees that were created to draft legislation or to modify state-mandated programs
or projects. Since the IFCA represents the state’s fire and EMS leadership, when requested to participate on those
committees, the Association must represent our interests and concerns. But more importantly, the IFCA has expanded
its professional service offerings to include consulting services which benefit both the Association financially, and the
community requesting our studies.
IFCA Personnel
Executive Director- 1

Program Manager - 1

Administrative Personnel - 2

Standing Committees
Chief Emeritus Chief of the Year Medal of Honor Administrative Professionals Legislative EMS State Fair
Symposium Conference VCOC Procedures& By-Laws Funeral Marketing/Membership
Data & Resource Communications/9-1-1 Codes & Standards Accreditation
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Planning Steps
Key steps of the Strategic Planning Process include:
1. Selecting a Strategic Planning process and team. A broad cross-section of the association is ideal for the
make-up of the team.
2. Identifying the association’s mission, vision and values. This step answers “what, who, how and why”
for the association. This step attempts to clarify the association’s reason for being and where it wants
to be.
3. Identify internal and external partners. To help define the people and resources with which the fire
department must collaborate and to help identify those who are impacted by the decisions and actions
members take.
4. Conduct a Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Challenges (SWOC) analysis to help create focus on
the issues facing the association. Strengths and weaknesses are generally internal to the organization,
while opportunities and challenges evaluate external factors.
5. Identify and define the strategic objectives and goals. This step attempts to define and describe
broadly what the association must do well to be successful.
6. Select specific programs or projects to complement strategic objectives; links the strategic objectives
to tangible efforts towards meeting the mission of the association. This step generally also requires
specific measurement strategies to help evaluate progress.
7. Document the planning process and review periodically. This step creates the “blueprint” and provides
a reference to guide future planning.
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Planning Process
Concurrently, the IFCA Executive Board facilitated a process, utilizing management staff expertise, to identify
and refine the agency’s visions and values.
As the association charts its course over the long-term, it must map concrete strategies that will allow it to
focus on the vision. These strategies for achieving the mission and vision are the strategic objectives. They will
change as the agency advances toward the goals set out in the Strategic Plan, as long as the department
decides its focus should change in order to achieve its mission and vision.
The project list tracks the initiatives the association undertakes to improve its performance within the
strategic objectives. A new project that is initiated and assigned resources should always be aligned with, and
in support of, the association’s strategic objectives.
Because the association has a limited amount of resources, it must decide how best to allocate the resources
it does have. Those decisions should not be made arbitrarily, but rather in support of the association’s
strategies and based on data that helps to clarify the association’s needs.
Methodology for Future Updates to the Plan
The Strategic Plan is designed to offer guidance for the 3-5 year time horizon. As such, it should be reviewed
frequently by department staff to ensure that the mission, vision and community expectations have not
dramatically changed. Initiatives should undergo a rigorous analysis to evaluate their value in achieving
alignment with the Strategic Objectives. Each initiative should also be analyzed for resource requirements.
Once this review is complete and the initiative continues to receive the board support, a project plan can be
drafted to begin comprehensive development and implementation.
This document should also be updated on a continuing basis to ensure that assumptions, stakeholder desires
and economic factors continue to be relevant. The specific planning steps may change, but the association
should actively seek input from multiple partners and groups to ensure future planning is considerate of a
diverse set of expectations and demands.
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Planning Assumptions
In developing a long-term strategic plan for the future, it is necessary to rely on certain assumptions based on
information that is currently available. Upon accessing information which reflects the community, there are
key assumptions that can be formulated. The following are key assumptions and challenges that have been
identified to exist by the Illinois Fire Chiefs’ Assn. over the next five to ten years.
Key Assumptions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Legislation – targeted positions, pending (local, state and national levels)
Volunteers - 2 hatters, raining regulations through OSFM
Response – FD’s showing up?
Consolidation(s) – help all
Funding & Grants
Are all Chiefs members of Assoc.? Get to new Chiefs face to face
Board members – template of responsibilities
Multiple levels of certification & trainings
More of an emphasis on blended departments career/combo/volunteer
Will FD’s always be able to respond?
Fights over territory, land
How is grant money allocated?
General information – make it worth reading
Partner more to promote training
Different world post 9-11
Personnel & equipment – cost, need
Technology
Succession planning XX
Knowledge – membership, history, what we do
PRIORITIES: Communications, Legislation, Succession Planning, Contact List (current)
GEMT Funding & reimbursements, Community Risk Reduction “CRR” Vision 20/20
Marketing state, Great lakes and national level.
Overall #1 & #2 = Communication better always need to improve, Market the IFCA Who we Are!
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IFCA Mission, Vision and Values – Our Building Blocks

Mission
The mission of the Illinois Fire Chiefs’ Association is to function as the Illinois
representative for the fire service through inclusive participation of diverse fire
organizations by being proactive through communications at all levels.

VISION STATEMENT
To strive for membership diversity as we promote new and advanced training and
information related to safety, health and development.

VALUES
Credibility

Trust

Integrity

Responsiveness

Sustainability

Representation

Diversity

Reliability

Tradition/History

Resourcefulness
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Internal & External Stakeholder Key Inputs:
A critical element of the strategic planning process also included the participation of representatives of the
internal stakeholders group. These members met to discuss the organizations approach to the strategic
planning process as well as identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges (SWOC analysis).
These members met during the IFCA Annual Symposium in May of 2017 to review the feedback gathered from
the external group and to drill down into the key elements, ultimately defining several focus areas where
organizational goals and objectives will be derived. The internal stakeholder group consists of representatives
from a cross section of the following groups, affiliates and partners of the association:
IFCA Educational and Research Foundation

Illinois Assn. of Fire Protection Districts

Fire Marshal’s Office

Northern Illinois Assoc. of FPD’s

Illinois Fire Service Institute

IFCA Administrative Professionals

Illinois MABAS

International Ass. Of Fire Chiefs

Illinois Fire Service Assn.

Wisconsin Fire Chiefs’ Assn.

Illinois Society of Fire Inspectors

Illinois Society of Fire Instructors

Governor’s Office
Associated Fire Fighter of Illinois

Great Lakes Division – IAFC
Various Sponsors-Vendors
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Legislative Leadership & Involvement
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Strengths of the IFCA
Training/ Development
Leadership
Collaboration
Internal and external relationships
Partnerships
History
Meeting Expectations
Communications – improved
Adapting to Challenges
Support for education
Services provided
Contacts at all levels - diversity
Scholarship programs through ERF

Weaknesses of the IFCA
Information Technology
Participation by members
Communications
Promotion/ Telling Our Story
Stigma of north versus south
Turnover/ Retirements
Succession Planning (all levels)
Prioritization/ Delegation
Conference – change format
Training and arming Chiefs Officers to do their job better
Unknown finances for future, what do we do next, where can we save && without giving up services
•

Form a pension committee or at least liaisons/experts
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Opportunities of the IFCA
Maximize Current Resources – look at internal business operations
Assessment center and consulting services
Social Media
Creating Revenue Streams
Technology
Recruiting/ Diversity
Outside Training/ Conferences/ Public Speaking and Presentations
Leadership – keep in tact
Partnerships
Tell Our Story – IFCA History
Education/training partnerships with IFSI, Instructors
Conference and symposium – tools for Chiefs to succeed, expand format
Enhance legislative presence at all levels
Pensions – form a committee to watch over pension items and work with legislative team

Threats of the IFCA
Economic/ Budget
Dues – increasing
Communications – lack of
Adaptation
Government/ Politics
Turnover
Do not separate ourselves from Illinois fire service
Us versus them concepts
Succession planning for the IFCA Board as to keep diversity in place, full representation
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Strategic goals of the IFCA:
1. Communication

2. Diversity

4. Safety and Health

3. Succession Planning
5. Advanced Training

Strategic Goal 1: Communications
COMMENTS:
Keep the news coming, enhanced use of web-site, emails, face-book, at conferences, symposiums and where
We have an opportunity to speak talk about the IFCA and what we can do.

Strategic Goal 2: Diversity
COMMENTS:
Keep the board as a cross section of those we represent Volunteer, Combination and Career.

Strategic Goal 3: Succession Planning
COMMENTS:
Who is next with the IFCA to move onto the board, recruit Chiefs at all levels for committees, the board etc.
Provide succession planning topics/ideas at trainings, conference, symposium
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Strategic Goal 4: Safety and Health
COMMENTS Continue to promote both aspects of HS Mind, Body and Soul. Provide outlets for help and assistance.
Support research in areas of cancer, stress, mental health and improved equipment, deployment Think Smart - Be Safe

Strategic Goal 5: Advanced Training
COMMENTS:
What can IFCA do for the membership? Chief Officer Training, Pension training, investment training, blend/mix of great
speakers and what we need. Combine training opportunities with some of our partners, IFSI, Districts, Instructors.
Recruitment/retention, information on consolidations. The world and topics are wide and opened. Use local talent
Illinois is loaded with good people, partner with IAFC-GLD on special programs.

ACTION ITEM(s):
Form a pension committee that works with legislative team
Make a video/CD of and about the IFCA who we are, what we do
Succession planning and recruitment for the IFCA Board
Communication – continue to grow and push out the word about the IFCA
GEMT institute this future funding mechanism, full support
CRR Vision 20/20 – support and be involved
Training for our Chiefs and Chief officers so they excel
Look at all aspects of the IFCA can we save money, can we increase income
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Planning session 2018 was held on Wednesday May 16, 2018 at the Para-Dice-Hotel in east Peoria. The
session took 2hours and 15 minutes with very good feedback and interaction. The session was lead by
Chiefs Puknaitis and Earle our 1st & 2nd VP’s. Chief-President Christian started off with an opening
statement followed by ED Grady. The program was delivered by way of handouts, PowerPoints and
open communications. Handouts included the plan, survey comments and planning agenda(slides).
We had 30 attendees that consisted of the IFCA Board and a number partnership participants.
The meeting came to a ‘full speed ahead’ when Chief Mark broke the attendees into 4 groups and gave
them a 10-minute drill/assignment – goral and assumptions. That worked – the groups came back with
good ideas and thoughts while reinforcing previous comments and concerns. This meeting ended with
Dave Slivinski doing a presentation on our IFCA Service Bureau and what it does and what we can do.
Suggestion for action – form a pension committee to watch over pension items and share with legislative
team.
Video/CD on who we IFCA are and what we do.
Overall comments were positive, and this process will be a yearly event.
We will attach notes/minutes, survey, agenda and supporting documentation.
Minutes/notes taken by Chief St. Louis and Jim Grady.
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IFCA Strategic Planning Notes 2018
Priorities
Communication
Area Representatives need to get more involved within their respective areas. All of the current executive board
members will retire someday. It is important to begin mentoring our replacement early so we allow ample time to
properly train them.
Face to face communication is very important within our local areas, and face to face communication is also important
at the executive board level. This requires us to be active participants at the board level as well as locally.
We must be better about communicating the objectives of the IFCA to the membership. We must remain current of the
membership in each of our assigned areas. We should update our membership lists with Maureen at least twice a year.
Legislation
We must share legislative information at the local level with our local chiefs. We must encourage them to have a voice
and support the legislative efforts of the IFCA. If we do not know the answer, we should ask John Buckley or one of our
lobbyists for the answer.
We may not always agree with our legislators or labor, and sometimes we may need to take a neutral position.
Succession Planning
Many of us get involved with the IFCA Board late in our careers. We need to begin preparing our replacements prior to
our departure from the board. We must mentor our younger officers and encourage them to get more involved.
Assumptions
Our world is ever changing. Most of us are struggling to find qualified staff to maintain our current staffing levels. This
is primarily due to funding in most cases.
We all experience technology challenges
Succession planning, how will we accomplish this and prepare others to serve. Many of us are already busy each day.
Consolidation is a topic that many of us are hearing discussed both within and outside of our departments. Many of our
departments will face potential mergers in an attempt to maintain required service levels with shrinking funds.
Legislation and legislative support will be a challenge for the IFCA later in 2018. With many legislators choosing not to
seek re-election, the IFCA will be very busy trying to develop new relationships while attempting to move our legislative
platform forward.
GEMT (Ground Emergency Medical Transport)- as fire chiefs we all need to support the IFCA leadership as we explore
the benefits of GEMT at the local level in our communities
20
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Community Risk Reduction (CRR)- risk reduction lessens costs in the long term. All of us should get involved locally with
CRR.
I agree with the statement “we need to communicate and market what the IAFC and IFCA offer both locally and
nationally

Focus Groups
Group VOC
1. Legislative initiatives
2. Blended departments
3. Two-Hatter issue
4. Volunteer incentives @ state level
5. Training standards- Engineer vs. Advanced Firefighter
Group # 1
1. Assumption that the fire department may always show-up. This may not always be achievable
Group #2
1. Free one year membership with the IFCA for any new fire chief within the State of Illinois.
Group #3
1. Pension scrutiny
AFFI Group
1. Consolidation
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Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association Strategic Planning Update. Please take a few minutes to complete this
survey. Your feedback is important to the continued success of the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association. Your
response would be appreciated by Wednesday, March 7, 2018.

1. Please list the top three priorities you have of the Illinois Fire Chiefs'
Association:
Priority #1
Priority #2
Priority #3

2. Please list any concerns you have regarding the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association:

3. Please tell us what future improvements you would like to see within the
services oﬀered through the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association

4. Please include any additional comments or feedback related to the services of
the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association:

1. Please list the top three priorities you have of the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association:
ID

Priority #1

Priority #2

Priority #3

be more active in the code change/update world
of NFPA and ICC

keep the golf outing

6755035198

maintain and/or increase the level of funding and
grant opportunities for departments across the
State

6754114512

keep update on fire service issues

communications within the organization

6750515457

Communications
Improve communications/information to
members

Legislative efforts

Get IFSI under control.

6747197056

Get OSFM certification under control.
Representing the interests of all fire chiefs in the
state

Sustainability/purpose
Get IDPH to drop KKK for ambulances and adopt
NFPA 1917

Providing professional development opportunities

Legislative outreach

6747016744

Information

6746999783

Manage/stay on top of firefighter pension reform

Diversification
Advocate to prevent the state from taking further
dollars from municipalities

Education
Provide greater educational opportunities in the
middle and southern parts of the state

6742413699
6730852076

Legislative representation
Develop and Provide Standardized Accessible
Resources

Training
Grow Our Organizations Membership and
Communication

Work with AFFI on issues of mutual interest
Develop accessible training and testing sites
throughout the state

6728119694

Professional Assistance

Legislative information

Networking

6726241996

Communications - get the word out

be all inclusive and diverse

Community Risk Reduction: lead the nation in
adopting this initiative
Maintaining a strong legislative presence in
Springfield

Legislative involvement
Advocating for better data collection and analysis
tools will greatly assist in the efforts to spread the
CRR philosophy into local communities.
Maintaining momentum in Community Risk
Reduction training efforts

6725374167

Open communication
Address Recruitment and Retention of Volunteers
in the State

Sustaining relationships
Create incentives for volunteers, to improve
retention

6725205173

Legislation position for the fire service

Succession planning for leadership

Education
Support Combination Department Systems in the
State
Keeping the vision and mission in front of our
membership

6749133021
6748295851

6725870614
6725728950
6725557738

Meet with members of the Executive Board

Strong partnerships with other fire service
associations

promote better risk assessments and monitoring
risk reduction activities
Continue to assist communities in Fire Chief
searches

2. Please list any concerns you have regarding the Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association:
ID
6755035198

Open-Ended Response
declining membership, older membership (not enough new people)

6754114512

Just maintaining the forefront for the fire service

6750515457

N/A

6749133021
6748295851

Although improving, more sharing of information
IAFF trains their local leaders how to deal with Fire Chiefs, contract negotiations, etc. IFCA needs to really step up and prepare Fire Chiefs
how to manage Unions from a MANAGEMENT perspective. Get out of the headhunting and promotions business, it has severely damaged
the association's reputation.

6747197056

Internal politics

6747016744

The division between North and south and Big and small departments getting the same attention

6746999783
6742413699

Lack of commitment, involvement, participation by some executive board members who seem to be only building their resume

6730852076
6728119694

none

6726241996

being all inclusive, we are doing well but never lose sight of

6725870614

No concerns. Great Executive Director, Great leaders, and great Admin. Assistant.

6725728950

There seems to be an inability to lure new, younger fire chiefs into leadership positions within the organization.

6725557738

Continue to improve relationships among all Illinois fire service groups

6725374167

Continue to promote representation of all fire departments in the State

6725205173

Still micromanagement within the board structure.

3. Please tell us what future improvements you would like to see within the services offered through the
Illinois Fire Chiefs' Association
ID

Open-Ended Response

6755035198

services offered seem to work well

6754114512

I do not have any suggestions at this time

6750515457

Continued efforts regarding current goals and strengthening relationships.

6749133021

None at this time

6748295851

See items 1 and 2. Get out of the fire officer certification business.

6747197056

More educational opportunities through a partnership with the IAFC
They are doing a much better job with promotional testing, funeral and Education and research. Would like to see more departments as
members and listen to all departments

6747016744
6746999783
6742413699

Bring back the legislative watch list first started by Executive Director Buhs

6730852076
6728119694

6725728950

At this time there is no improvements
Website will be great when complete, enhancing our services assessments, conflict resolution, consulting and continue to hold class(Officer)
and specialty classes for all levels
The IFCA leaders and staff are extremely responsiveness and open to new ideas and opportunities. I would like to see more of the same going
forward as more opportunities to work with national programs become available. It has been a pleasure to work with Jim Grady, John
Christian and Mark Puknaitis on the CRR workshops and Formative meeting in 2017. They were extremely receptive, and enthusiastically
welcomed the opportunity to host and be a part of a national initiative from Vision 20/20 and a grant with Motorola Solutions Foundation.
Both the workshop and the formative meeting were huge successes because of the support and collaboration of the IFCA reaching out to
other fire service organizations in Illinois to participate with them.
I'd suggest a designated program at the Chief's conference just for junior Chief Officers. This could be an open forum to allow junior officer's
the chance to learn more about what the IFCA offers.

6725557738

Continue to improve existing programs and services while looking for new ways to educate the members of the Illinois fire service

6725374167

New dues structure for volunteers to be able to join the association at a lower affordable cost.
Continue striving for membership and representation throughout the state. Do not lose focus on small volunteer departments, they do make
up 70% of the state fire departments.

6726241996

6725870614

6725205173

4. Please include any additional comments or feedback related to the services of the Illinois Fire Chiefs'
Association:
ID

Open-Ended Response

6755035198

continue to work hard in Springfield, legislatively, and with the OSFM and IFIA

6754114512

I think they provide a very broad and complete set of services

6750515457
6749133021
6748295851

N/A
Change the format of the annual conference to become a training ground for up and coming chief officers and provide tools for existing 5
buglers!

6747197056

Great organization

6747016744

Continue to be aware of issues that effect all Fire Service organizations Thank You

6746999783
6742413699

Keep building on the present programs and services

6730852076
6728119694

none

6726241996

Strong well respected, good use of current members and continue to reach out to past presidents, committee members
Thank you for everything you do every day and for all of your support in the past to help Vision 20/20 bring the national initiative Community
Risk Reduction to Illinois.

6725870614
6725728950
6725557738

I appreciate the renewed efforts to update our strategic plan

6725374167

IFCA has made great changes in the organization, need to continue to reach out to all members or non-members.

6725205173

Excellent support for education can that be extended to grant opportunities to assist small departments.

